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Why the interest?

Precision!
DAR flux energy distributions and flavor content are very well described.
There are 3 low-energy cross sections that are very well known!

Quick!
Most experiments being proposed are <$10M (US accounting)  
Many experiments use small detectors – even new state-of-art technology is affordable given size.

Not your same-old approach!
Opens new types of searches.
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More Physics Opportunities
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Most of the running 
and proposed  experiments use
Pion/muon decay-at-rest fluxes
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The p/µ DAR landscape
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At start

Short pulse upgrade

A specialized target 
designed for DAR
can produce even
higher flux

It's not just 
about power...
energy matters!



KE of
beam (MeV)
295
602
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1582
2496
1805

High Beam Energy  Produces More Pions...

Production data on p+Be target…

Very few locations!
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...And Even Opens Up KDAR



Kaon decay-at-rest  ("KDAR") nµµ+

K+

Spitz, arXiv:1203.6050

A high energy
Monoenergetic  236 MeV 
muon neutrino!

Electron neutrino content,
that extends above 100 MeV
and lies below the 
monoenergetic line
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Spitz, arXiv:1402.2284

DIF
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Lots of accelerators produce kaons,
But you want KDAR with minimal DIF

Two best sources for the near future are:

JPARC MLF: 3 GeV protons @ 1 MW
And

ESS:   2.5 GeV protons @ 5 MW

DAR
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There are 3 low-energy 
cross sections that have
theoretical predictions 
good to the few % level
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Most recently
observed &
stirring lots
of interest
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Large cross section à small detectors à range of N à improved physics reach
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New
HPG

Today
(SNS)

ESS
DAR,
3 years

Or maybe...
NC Vector NSI?
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NEXT-New detector

HPG detectors are also proposed for 
0nbb and for DUNE-near

DAR programs offer
great venues for 

detector development



ne ES:

Forward signal
In HPG detector

Similar/
complementary
physics
to CEvNS

A purely
lepton-lepton
Interaction.
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Neutrino energy 
is fully
reconstructed!
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Sterile neutrino searches "a la LSND" are statistics-limited

ESS can give O(10) gain for same size detectorJSNS2 II (planned upgrade, 5 years)

Scenarios...
Compete with JSNS2,
Higher statistics follows quickly,
Use multiple detectors at different L,
Etc.
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There are many other materials used for detectors! 
But many cross sections are poorly known.

NC (solid) and 
CC ne (dashed)
scattering
from nuclei

IBD

Scattering from 
electrons

Carbon          Oxygen Argon Lead

Materials commonly used in Supernova detection:
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Adapted from https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.12942

IceCube

IceCube

99% CL
KPIPE 
ESS,4 yrs

The KDAR Flux offers unique new programs

Example:    "KPIPE"
A search for muon neutrino disappearance
with a monenergetic neutrino

(IceCube)



Testing
Many new models for 
Heavy Neutral Leptons/
Dark photons

ESS has greater 
reach due to 
More than twice
the power and
more space 
for an optimized 
detector!  

ESS will have 
sensitivity to 
models that 
can explain the 
MiniBooNE
Excess  

C. Arguelles, M. Hostert, Y. Tsai, PhysRevLett. 123, 261801 (2019)

Jordan,Kahn,Krnjaic,Moschella,Spitz, https://arxiv.org/abs/ 1806.05185 21



Take aways:      The ESS DAR Program Offers

Interesting and timely physics: SBL oscillations, cross sections, dark photons,
BSM tests through CEnENS and neutrino-electron scattering...  More!

ESS is a unique opportunity for those interested in decay-at-rest sources.
It wins on power, energy, ability to optimize the neutrino production.

The DAR program is also a unique opportunity for ESS 
to start-up the neutrino program quickly.

It is a real opportunity, all around.

Thank you!
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Back ups 
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Thank you to Juan Collar,   Francesc Monrabal and JJ Gomez Cadenas
For thier inputs/plots on the coherent scattering program



• Minimize neutron production-- wastes beam energy!
• Shield for neutron backgrounds
• Maximize p- capture

Use a light target  (C, H2O)
embedded in a heavy target

Spallation sources produce neutrons on purpose, 
And are not designed to be very efficient neutrino sources!

à Optimizing against neutrons at a dedicated target site
will give ESS additional flux compared to competitors

A good DAR target will:



KDAR 236 MeV nµ interactions have been seen at MiniBooNE!

An example of why running
With DIF as well as DAR is painful

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract
/10.1103/PhysRevLett.120.141802
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MLF is running at 3 GeV protons on target.     The ESS plan is for 2.5 GeV protons.   
The reduced energy causes ~x2 reduction of the KDAR rate: 

MARS1512:
34 KDAR numu per 10000 POT. 

Geant4.9.6 (QGSP_BERT):
20 KDAR numu per 10000 POT

Neutrino production Kaon production

Large differences in absolute
Predicted rate!
Needs further study is absolute rate must be known well.

(this should be able to be greatly improved!)

}

MLF vs ESS and thoughts on KDAR rates
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